Audit
The portal is set up with a separate menu for the audit. In this menu you can print your annual
specification, make a year correction, submit your data (reporting set / audit opinion) or ask
questions about the audit. In this short manual the portal functionality is further explained.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Portal contents
Jaaropgave -> Annual Specification
Jaarcorrectie -> Annual Corrections
Vragen over de Audit -> Questions with regard to the audit
Aanlevering documenten -> Data with regard to the audit
Additional

5. Example reporting set / management statement
6. Reporting set requirements

1. Jaaropgave / Annual Specification
This report can be printed in PDF format on our portal by clicking on the icon.

The annual specification is the result of your 12 monthly reports / all reports made with regard to a
calendar year. For each device the total invoiced numbers (facturatie) and numbers reported sold
levy free (heffingsvrij) are specified. The annual specification is made to check whether the totals
reported to Thuiskopie match with your actual sales in a specific year. Once the annual specification
is correct/corrected a signed version should be attached to the signed management statement and
submitted together with your reporting set on our portal. Please see below an example of the Annual
Specification.

If there’s a deviation with the actual numbers and the Annual Specification we ask you to submit the
difference via the year correction. After your correction has been processed (usually within a couple
of days) an updated annual statement can be requested.

2. Jaarcorrectie / Annual Correction
In the annual correction we ask you to submit the difference between the numbers as shown in the
annual statement and the total number of units actually delivered.

It’s possible to submit the correction via Excel or manually. In the year correction it’s possible to
enter both negative and positive values.

3. Vragen over de audit / Questions with regard to the Audit
We prefere to receive questions regarding our request to participate in the audit via the portal. It is
also possible to provide your question with (multiple) attachment (s).

4. Aanlevering documenten / Submit data
In the audit Contractors are asked (Option 1) to provide a reporting set or (option 2) an independent
auditor's opinion. Thuiskopie annually asks its contractors to submit the reporting or audit report via
the Portal. Please submit the reporting set / audit opinion via the Portal -> Aanleveren Documenten.

5. Example Reporting Set / Management Statement
Reporting Set: Dutch download or English download
Audit Opinion: template to be used by accountant download
Reporting set: download this format does not need to be strictly followed but is provided as an
example. Depending on how you compile your monthly report a different reporting set may be
submitted as long as it contains the following elements and possibility to connect the data you’re
your annual specification.

6. Set of Reports

Audit 2016: Set of reports
Background
As with the audit opinion issued by an auditor, Thuiskopie must be able to establish with sufficient
certainty from the set of reports to be provided that a level of reliability of 97% can be obtained that
any errors in the statement will be less than 1%. To do so, Thuiskopie carries out a risk analysis on
the statements and information in the set of reports you have provided.
Data
The set of reports you provide must contain the following information:
1. The most recently adopted annual report
2. An overview containing all the articles contained in the statement to Thuiskopie (your article
code, make, article description, article code of supplier), classifying the items to which the
Private Copying Regulations applies
3. An overview of all your suppliers of items that are subject to the Private Copying Regulations.
Please indicate if the suppliers are part of own imports, goods bought including levy or part
of contractual levy free deliveries.
4. An overview of all levy-exempt deliveries to professional users
5. An overview of all levy-exempt deliveries to other contracting parties of Thuiskopie
6. An overview of all exports
The overviews referred to under 2 to 6 must be supplied in Excel format and comprise at
least the name and address of the client concerned, the Chamber of Commerce number
and/or VAT number and the relevant quantity per item, unless agreed otherwise. On the
website of Stichting de Thuiskopie you will find an example of a set of reports in Excel, which
you can use to compile your set of reports.
7. Procedure descriptions and working instructions of the business processes relevant for the
statement to Thuiskopie
8. A duly signed management statement, confirming that the statements to Thuiskopie are
correct, complete and supported by proper internal procedures. The prescribed text of this
statement is available online through the website of Stichting de Thuiskopie.
Please note: the Annual Specification must be appended to the management statement you
send. Log in to the portal, and you will find the Annual Specification under the audit menu.
Delivery
The set of reports must contain the above information, but also all relevant information that is or
may be necessary for Thuiskopie to reach a judgement concerning its reliability and margin of error.
If you cannot fulfil the requirements of the set of reports, please would you contact us so that we can
compile a modified set of reports in consultation with you.

